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Touching Sf!ene At Memorial Services OCTOFOIL SEEKING ADDRESS BY GEN. J. LAWTON COLLINS,
BANQUET PICTURES
MEMORIAL SERVICES HIGHLIGHTS OF
A MOST - MEMORABLE OCCASION.
AMA TEURS WHO WERE T AK.

ING PICTURES ASKED TO
CONT ACT THE OCTOFOIL.

MAJOR GENERAL MANTON S. EDDY'S HISTORY COMMIT.
TEE'S REPORT WARMLY RECEIVED; LOCAL UNITS
The Columbus Convention ComSEND CAPABLE AND EFFECTIVE SPEAKERS.

mittee made arrangements with a
commercial photographer to take
several pictures of the Second Reunion banquet assembly.
Ullexpected illness late in the
evening made it physically impossible for the photographer to fulfill his engagement.
Calling the local newspapers the
Committee· learned it was possible
to assign a newspaper photographer for only Ii few minutes because of previous assignments or
commitments of the entire staff.
The result was only one newspaper sce'Ile of the banquet group.
During the entire eveningseveral of the Association members
were busy taking shots of various
banquet scenes. Many requests
ha'V'e-eo~ from·m\!mbers' wanting
prints of this particular phase of
ttJ.e Reunion activ1ties. The Octofoil likewise would like to print
some of the views in the next
issue.
jf some of the members who
took these pictures will either submit the negatives or prints to The
Octofoil, 337 S. High St., Room
318, Columbus, Ohio. The Octofoil
will be glad to pay for them and
will return the negatives or prints
in perfect condition.
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?

. The above picture appeared on Page 1 of The Columbus (0.)
D.lSpa~ch shortly ahe,: the impressive Memorial Services held on the
hlSt?rlcal steps of Ohlo's State Capitol Building. Reading from left
to rIght, Mrs. Grace Hall, president of Columbus Gold Star Mothers
Chapter No.1, Major General Louis A. Craig and Major General
Manton S. ~ddy.
Standing before the microphone: J. "Budd"
Sweeney, chIef announcer, Radio Station WHKC; Rev. Harold
W:eaver; obscured from. view of the camera is Father Francis L.
H.'c~ey. In ~he background is Father Timothy Andrysiak, former
SIXtieth RegIment chaplain.

PROGRAMS, CAPS, BADGES CAN
BE OBTAINED BY MEMBERS WHO
COULD NOT ATTEND REUNION

"

The Columbus Con ven tion Committee has l~ft over a few of the
16-page and cover Souvenir 3color Programs, as well as some
of the
adjustable Convention
caps and the badges, holders and
ribbons. They also have a few
hundred copies of the mimeographed form sheets that were
printed daily containing the roster of each member who registered.
. For the benefit of the many
hundr~ds of our members who
wanted to attend the Reunion and
could not arrange to do so, the
Columbus Committee wants to see
that they are in possession of
some tangible remembrance of
this occasion.
A supply of heavy manila envelopes have been obtained for the
purpose of mailing to those who
did not attend and want :i. set of
these Reunion souvenirs.
Sevel:al local chapter;> have

asked the Columbus Committee to
forward to them in bulk shipment
a number of the caps to be worn
by members at the chapter meetings, dances and other local unit
activities. Until the supply is exhausted any other chapter that
desires any number of the caps
may obtain them by addressing
the Committee at the address
given below. They will be furnished at the cost per cap as billed
out to the Columbus Committee,
plus a small mailing and packing
charge.
To those in communities having no chapter and desiring a
copy of the beautiful Program, a
cap, souvenir badge and directory
of Reunion visitors, upon receipt
of $1 the Committee will mail immediateIy postpaid the four items.
Send your remittance to Columbus C{lllvention Committee, 24
E. Gay St., Columbus, Ohio.

Postoffice Dept. Strict
With 2d Class Permits
This issue of The Octofoil is a
bit late as the members were told
in the last issue would be the case.
However, Postoffice regulations
governing The Octofoil secondclass permit are very strict and
insists on a set time of entry each
month.
However, the Columbus, Ohio,
postmaster has explained in his
quarterly report the mitigating
circumstances and has promised
acceptance of this issue at the
late date.
Under the circumstance though
another issue will have to be published by or before the 20th of
July in order to get back on regular schedule. Such a short time
intervening between issues it is
quite possible many of our members will be a bit confused and
our supply of news and correspondence will be somewhat below
the average volume. If such is
the case it is quite possible the
August issue, which will be pUblished July 20 will be held to four
pages and be composed mostly of
quotations from the Reunion's
stenotype record.
The 20th of August issue
should afford sufficient time for
the local chapters to be properly
.Qriented and to be able to send
in plenty of newsy items for that
issue of The Octofoil to be a jamup newsy edition.

Appearing in this issue of The Octofoil will be noted
two of the outstanding pictures taken during the parade
and Memorial Services held in Columbus, Ohio, Frida~
June 13, 1947.
As the 328th Army Ground
Forces Band softly played "My
Buddy" during the prayers offered
by former Army Chaplains Francis L. Hickey and Harold Weaver,
unashamed tears flowed from the
e_s of the spectators.
,F
GOLD STAR MOTHERS THERE
Twenty-six COlumltus Gold Star
Mothers watched the parade with
mixed emotions. One Gold Star
Mother, Mrs. C. A. Campo, Gastonia, N. C., was more interested
and torn bet~en emoti'JllS than
some of the others. Her son lost
his life while fighting with the
Ninth Division. Mrs. Campo was
most interested in all of the Reunion activities.
LT. GEN. COLLINS SPEAKS
A Columbus man, Judge Rodney Ross, acting as toastmaster at
the banquet, requested Maj. Gen.
Manton S. Eddy introduce Lt.
Gen. J. Lawton "Lighting Joe"
Collins. The deep feeling between
the two was most apparent before Gen. Eddy had progressed
very far with his introductory remarks.
The sincere complimentary remarks made by Lt. Gen. Collins in
referring to the Ninth Infantry
Division brought back memories of
b\lddies that shall never be forgotten. The general, a most impressive speaker at any time, was
at his best. If The Octofoil could
underwrite the added expense of
printing his address in its entirety it would be an issue worthy of
being preserved forever.
GEN. CRAIG SPEAKS
Maj. Gen. Louis A. Craig spoke
briefly at the banquet.
Gen.
Craig's sin.cere and heartfelt interest in the Association and all former Ninth Division men has almost become an obsession with
him, and the members are appreciating his efforts in behalf 6f the
Association more and more each
day.
GEN. SMYTHE THERE
No Ninth Division Association
Reunion can be a total success
without General George Smythe
of that "47th Division." Association members will always remember the trials and tribulations of
General Smythe and Mike Puzak
and how they kept us on the right
azimuth until we had the greatest
Division Association in the United
States.
FATHER CONNORS, CHAPLAIN
PROPST AT BANQUET TABLE
Father Connors was greeted by

hundreds of his boys as he ap·
proached the speaker's table, as
was Chaplain Cecil Propst. Some
of Chaplain Propst's "boys" ques·
tioned him about the air corp
shoulder patch he was wearing.
FATHER ANDRYSIAK ACTIVE
Father Timothy Andrysiak, the
inseperable pal of every 60th man,
was one of the first to arrive and
last to leave. He was an active
part of any and every activity of
the Reunion.

:tA 1'HER

DE LAURA ABSENT
Friends of the last year's toastmaster didn't give up until late
Saturday night the hope that
somehow he would manage to get
to Columbus if for only a few minutes. HIS absence was a bitter disappointment to many.
GEN. RANDALL INTERESTED
Brig. Gen. Edwin H. Randall
was one of the early arrivals and
busied himself for three days r,c.newing old acquaintances and
making new ones.
NEWSPAPERS CO-OPERATE
Each day while the Reunion was
in session the three Columbus
newspapers printed column after
column of news items with half
page's filled with highlight pictures
of different groups. After ever)'·
one had returned to their homes
inspiring editorials were written
about the Ninth Infantrv Division.
Days later feature 'columnists
were still writing colum)1s about
amusing incidents that had occurred.
STATION WHKC HELPS
Through the co-operation of
Carl M. Everson, manager of Radio Station WHKC, and J. Budd
Sweeney, chie'! announcer, recordings were made and later put
on the air. Sweeney's masterful
manner of handling the Memorial
Services added dignity and impressiveness to the occasion.
MILLIGAN, COLE, STONE,
WEBER, CREECH WELCOME
THE GROUP
Having a wild bunch of legislators on his hands Governor Tom
Herbert found it impossible at the
last minute to appear on the weI.·
coming speakers' stand. However,
he sent a very capable proxy, Fred
J. Milligan, state director of commerce and state department commander for the AMVETS.
Mayor Jim Rhodes having been
called to qincinnati, sent his safety director, C. C. Cole, to welcome
Continued on Page 4:
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Q. Since leaving the service, I
have neg{)tiated a G.!. loan which
matures in 25 years. Will I be
perulitted to pay it off before date
of maturity?-Mule Skinner.
A. YjU have the right to accelerate your payments or repay your
loan in full at any time without
premium 01' fee. Additional payments must be made in one installment or multiples of $100
each, which ever is most desirable.

*

. The official. publication of the Ninth Jufantry Division Association with

offlt;e~ located In the .Army War College, Fourth and up" Streets, S. W.,
~ashlngton, D •. C. Single copy price Qf this publication is 10 cents per
Jss~e. or. by ~ad, 60 c.ents per year, payable in advance. Subscribers should

nohfy thiS offIce promptl) of any change in address.
. . ~ublished . ea.ch month by and for the members of the Ninth Infantry
Dn:lsloll A~socJatlon.. ~ews articles, feature stories, photograpbic or art materIal from .members WiD be welcomed and every effort will be made to return
~hotograpblc and art work in good condition. Please address all communicatIOns to the Sec:~etary.. Treasur~r, Ninth Infantry Division Association P. O.
Box 1704. Washington (13), D. Co
'
. . ~xtract f,:o~ th~f ce.rtificate . of incorporation of the Ninth Infantry
DIVISion 1'ssoclatlon:
ThiS Association is formed by the officers and men
of the Nloth Infantry Division in order to perpetuate the memory of our
fallen ~omracle., to pr':5erve the esprit _corps of the Division, to assiat in
PTo!,,~~Jng an everlasting world peace escluaively lay means of educational
activities anel to serVe as an information bureau to members and former
Members .f the Division."

D.

Ent.... e.t as Second-Class MaUer Januar,. 7, 1947, at Postoffice,
Wa.hinl'ton~D. C., ulUler Act of March 3, 18711.
Additional entr,. at Columbus, Ohio.
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MAIL NOTES OF INTEREST THAT SHOULD BE PUBLISHED IN THE OCTOFOIL DIRECT TO THE PUBLICATION
OFFICE HEREAFTER-337 S. HIGH ST., ROOM 318, COLUMBUS, OHIO. IT WILL EXPEDITE HANDLING AND MORE
NEARLY ASSURE YOU OF PUBLICATION IF RECEIVED ON
OR BEFORE THE 10TH OF EACH MONTH.

+

CHAPTERS MUST PRODUCE MEMBERS

•I •I •I

Q. Since my discharge from the
armed services, I find that I am
suffering from a chronic ailment.
Am I entitled to anything in the
way of compensation or pension
because of my disability?-Worried.
A. Certain c h ron i c diseases
causing 10 per cent or more disability within one year from separation from active military service are presumed to have been incUlTed in, or aggravated by military service. Your service must
have been fm' a period of DO days
or more, part of which was wartime service. However, a finding
of service connection may be rebutted by evidence showing. that
the disease had its inception pl'ior
to or subsequent to service.

NOTES Of INTEREST
FROM THE V.A.
Veterans receiving compensa.
ti<>n, pensions or retirement pay
from Veteran Administration may
authorize VA ~o deduct their National Service Life Insurance premiums from these payments.
World War II veterans who do
not have the maximum {)f $10.000
of Government life insurance' and
saw active service between Oct. 8,
1940, and Sept. 2, 1945, are eligible for National Service Life Insurance.
The number of beds available
for use in Veterans Administration hospjtal~ during January,
1947, increased 4 per cent over
the number for December, 1 t)48,
with the opening of another former Army hospital.
Six permanent forms of National Service Life Insurance administered by Veterans Administration are open to veterans of World
War II and to members of the
armed forces-ordinary life, 20payment life, 30-payment life, 20year endowment, endowment at
age 60. and endowment at age 65.

Q. What's the latest dope on
when the Ninth Division History,
"Eight Stars' to Victory" will be
in the mail?-Impatient.
A. Y()u should have heard the
History Committee's report at the
Did Y.... Bu,. This OCTOFOIL 1
Second Annual Reunion. Much
progress has been made. Displays
Q. I am operating my own
of progress up-to-date was exambusiness but losing money at presined by those attending the reent. As an honorably discharged
cent Reunion.
Major General
veteran, can I claim readjustment
Manton S. Eddy, reporting for the
Unable to personally greet the
allowance?-Dog Robber.
His1:fry Committee, reported the
A. If you served over 90 days,
boys attending the Second Annual
OOoks would be in the mail by midyou are eligible for self-employ- November. If you have changed Reunion the Blue Star Mothers
ment allowance and may file apyour address recently you had bet- sent thE following communication;
plication at a local office of the ter correct it at once or you might'"
Columbus O.
U. S. Employment .Service or your
"miss the train" when these his•
June 13 i947:
state unemployment agency.
tories are mailed."
Ninth Infan t ry D'"
IVlSlon 'A ssn.,
Deshler-Wallick Hotel,
Q. Will the Veterans AdminisQ. Why did the Octofoil distration guarantee a loan made to criminate against the many F.A. Columbus, Ohio. .
Greetings: To the <lfficers and
me by my uncle, who is a non- Battalions in its May issue?-Belmembers of the 9th Infantry Disupervised lender?-Shave Tail. liget-ant.
A. Yes, but loans made by nonA. The story as printed "Ninth vision Association meeting in consupervised lenders require prior Infantry _ Combat Data" was re- vention here, the Columbus and
approval of the Veterans Admin- produced 'word for word as it was Franklin County Chapter No.6,
istration. Your uncle should _sub- given The Octofoil by the War Blue Star Mothers of America,
mit the proposal to the local V.A. Dept Read the explanation in an- Inc., wish to welcome you to Columbus and to extend our best
regional office for approval.
other section of this issue.
wishes for a most happy r.eunion.
Your record has been written
in gold in the Book of Fame.
of our mothers had sons in
The management of the Deshler-Wallick Hotel, Colum- Many
your· division and we know the
bus, 0., Convention headquarters hotel, has reported to Asso- pride, thankfulness and sorrow,
ciation officers the fact, hotel personnel has advised the man- that came to them during the war
agement never since they have been engaged in the hotel busi- years.
ness has it been their pleasure to serve so 'orderly and gentleBlue Star Mothers are mothers
manly a group of men as were those wha made up the dele- of servicemen and women who
gation attending the Second Annual Reunion of the Ninth served or are now serving in any
Infantry Division Association. The information was volunteered branch of the armed service of our
that the House Detective was one of the first hotel employees country. We watched these sons
and daughters go forth to battle
to file this complimentary report.
and then did whatever we could
The editorials of the Columbus papers printed after all to help on the home front, while
the visitors had returned to their homes praising the Division's we wai ted and prayed for their
combat record and the members' conduct as civilian gentle- safe return. Many did not and they
men is an indestructible monument to the Ninth Infantry Di- are a memory within a mother's
heart, symbolized by the Star of
vision Association membership individually and collectively.
Gold she wears, and they are' also
The Octofoil thanks each of you buddies most sincerely. the nation's pride.
Doesn't it kinda do something to "our gizzard to have things
Now that the war is over our
like that said about you-rather than to hear them say "those work is being centered in Veterbums destroyed our furniture?" as has been the case so many ans' Hospitals and in supporting
adequate housing and educational
times when ex-service men got together.
programs for veterans. We have
Long Jjvethe ....inth Infantry Division Association!
re'ceived national l'ecognition for
this work.
-Did You". Pay for Thi. Octofoil?The
president of Columbus
Chapter No. 6 is on her way to
Much as been said about the Cold Star Mothers. And no Long Beach, Calif., to attend the
National Convention of Blue Star
debt of gratitude is too great to pay these noble women.
Mothers being held there June 15
But little has been said about those devoted dads who to 19. She regrets not being able
grieve as much as the mothers but are not so expressive.
to greet you personally. As a naSeveral dads, quietly and unobservedly, attended the Sec- tional officer I wish to express the
ond Annual Reunion in Columbus-knowing they would never thanks of the National Group for
be able to be a buddy to that son who was left over there- your magnificent service in World
the best consolation they could get would be to rub elbows for War II. May the peace you have
helped 1;0 win, be a lasting peace.
a few days with their son's buddies.

Greetings from the
Blue Star Mothers

Ad,,·erti8i~g Rates will be furnished upon request. Write Paul S. Plunkett,
337 S. Hish St~ Room 318, Columhu., Ohio, or William E Byrnes Ni.tll
Infantry Division Association, P. O. Box 1704, WasbiD.~D 13,
C.
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TttfS is your inform~t~on s!rvice. Qu~s!i~ns fvrnisfled by you will be an!wered
to the. best of our ability WIth the facilIties at our disposal. Service questions
r.gardfn9 you or your dependents are especially welcome. Please address: NOW
HEAR THIS., Ninth Infantry Division Association, Box 1704, Washington (13) D. C.
Ie ,~re. to Include your name and address. However, initials only wifl b. "sed when
pubhshlntil the question and a~sw.r.

Q. I served four months in the
Army, was honorably discharged
and have been unable to find a
job. Am I eligible for readjustment allowance and how do I go
about getting it?-Yard Bird.
A. Yes, you are' eligible because
you served over 90 days. Application for readjustment allowance
may be filed at a local office of
the U. S. Employment Service or
of the state employment agency.
You must register as able to work
and available for suitable work.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
MAJ. GEN. M. S. EDDY
BRIG. GEN. H. D. BIRKS
COL. JOHN G. VAN HODTEN
WILLIAM L. PEVERILL
JOHN H. WHITMORE
MORRIS OLENDER
JACK E. HARVEY

OCTOFOIL

-t.

Yearly dues for membership in the Ninth Infantry DiDICK" PRAISES ASSOCIATION
vision Association remain the same as during the past year$3.50 a year, by action of the membership attending the Second Annual Convention in Columbus, Ohio. But the membership voted overwhelmingly that $1 of the $3.50 would revert
back ta the treasuries of the various local chapters. This is
only right and just.
But the revenue of the National Association will be cut
to the extent of hampering efficient operation unl~ss the local
units make crusaders of themselves in securing new members
and keeping paid-up those we now have.
Capable and conscientious spokesmen for the various
chaptl;{S predicted the sum total of next year's revenue for the
Notional Association would be greater than it was last year by
the adoption of this experiment. Such can be the case if we
all apply ourselves diligently to getting every eligible man in
our respective communities to become a member. With the
initiation fee cut in half that should be a much easier task
than it has been heretofore.
Just becouse the Ninth Infantry Division Association is
so far ahead of other Division .Associations is no reason to believe we can maintain that position permanently without hard,
unselfish work on the part of each and every one of our pres- THOSE NEXT-Of-KIN DADS
ent members.
It was unanimously agreed by all parties concerned The
Octofoil was a necessity, although operating at a deficit because of the fact the paper is mailed to those who have not
paid dues for 1947. Two committees were in favor of dropping
these ':dead-heads" from the mailing list and operating The
Octoforl on a balanced budget, but the membership voted
overwhelmingly to maintain the present mailing list a while
longer. This is another reason we will all have to "dig" for
Sincerely,
new members.
Fathers like Paul Rekeyette, from Akron, Ohio, who ofMRS. H. H. HERRON,
fered
to
pay
the
expenses
of
one
of
his
son's
buddies
to
the
. Both proponents and opponents of the proposal to give
hiS $1 to the deserving chapters MUST pitch in now and prove Reunion were the first to arrive and to linger around until the National Historian and Senior
Vice President Chapter No.6,
last of their son's buddies hod gone home.
the opponents were wrong and the Rroponents were right.
Columbus.
Suitable
recognition
willliave
ta
be
given
these
loyal
dads
It Can Be Done!
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL'1
at next year's Reunion as well as the Gold Star Mothers.
\ -Did You Pay for Tbi. Octofoil?GET A. NEW MEMBER IN '47 J
Thank God for the indomitable spirit of these Dads.

THE
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MEMORIAL RECORDS AVAILABLE
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TRAMP, etc., TH E BOYS ARE MARCHINGI Bennie Nardone, 39th, INSPIRING PROGRAM RECORDED AND
Writes 9th Div. Music
REBROADCAST BY STATION WHKCj
BEAUTIFUL RECORDINGS FOR SALE:
Thanks to the versatility of
Bennie Nardone, former 39th
Infantryman, the Second Annual MADE ON TWO 12-INCH RECORDS; CAN BE PLAYED ON
Reunion gathering was able to
ANY TYPE PHONOGRAPH; TAKES SIXTEEN MINUTES
hear the Ninth Division song.
TO
HEAR ENTIRE PROGRAM.
The music, as arranged by General Smythe for the New York
Reunion last year had been lost
Although the Second Annual Reunion is no,v history
at Association headquarters.
and Columbus, 0., must take a back seat and The Octofoil
Frantic efforts were made to must familiarize our members with the virtues of the next
retrieve the missing music she'ets. Reunion City, the Columbus Convention Committee does
All to no avail. Finally, after locating the words in an old overseas printed ne,vspaper, Bennie
the Nlllth Infantrv DiViSiOn AsNardone, presently employed by
sociation until ea'ch and every
the Veterans' Administration in
member of the Association who
I Columbus, Ohio, volunteered the
desires the Memorial Services
information he could write the
Don Lewis thought he'd pulled phonograph recordings have remusic if given sufficient time.
a fast one when he got himself ceived a set.
married and kept it a "dark" se~
RALPH STONE HELPS
STARTS WITH PARADE
I
An SOS call went to l\Ir. Ralph cret, but his sister, Rita, let "the
Starting with the line of mal'ch
Stone, depllty Veterans' Adminit;- cat out of the bag" and told The
trator, Bennie's present "boss." <:*;ofoil the whole story, and on at 9 A. M., Friday, June VI, in
Mr. Stone, in his customary oblig- top of that she swiped a photo of Columbus,Ohio, a sound truck
ing and understanding way, re- the bride and groom and sent that followed the band, picking up dislieved Nardone from his work two along. Thanks, Rita.
tinctly each and ever)' note. Com~
days before the Reunion and Benmentators supply outstanding innie by applying himself almost
stances that occur. The sound
night and day had the finished
product read~' when the 328th
equipment picks up the prefacing
Army Ground Forces Band arremarks of Radio Announcer
rived in Columbus.
Budd Sweeney, of Radio Station
Examples like this, refusing to
'WHKC; the prayers of Rev. Harrecognize such a word as "can't"
old Weaver and Father Francis L
is the reason the Ninth Infantry
Hickey, with the muffled tones of
Division Association is so far
the band playing "My Buddy" in
ahead of other Division Associathe background; the emotional re~
tions that no comparison is at all
marks of Major General Manton
Maj. Gen. Manton S; Eddy. President Henry Rigby, Maj. Gen. Louis
possible.
S. Eddy and Major General Louis
A. Craig, and 2nd Vice-Prelident Glenn O. Moore; Moore advilel
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?
A. Craig, then the unashamed sobs
The Octofoil, in his own" mind, the spirit "" "Paddy" Flint wal in
that line of march between he and Gen. Craig. Second row, obof the Gold Star Mothers who ocDon and His Bride
scured from 'the camera's view: Paul S. Plunkett, Frank Wade,
Ex-Pfc Donald Peters Lewis cupied a place of honor on the
Board of Governors memberl, and Secretary-Treasurer Byrnes.
and Miss Audrey Kathleen Clin- program, and the beautiful script
ton were married in May at St. read by Mrs. Grace Hall, president
Mary's
of
Redford
Catholic of the Columbus Chapter of the
The Octofoil recently received Church in Detroit, Mich.
Gold Star Mothers, followed· by
a copy of the f.ollowing letter adThey went to Niagara Falls on the perfect timing of the Fort
addressed to General Eddy, which a honeymoon and are now living Hayes firing squad, then "Taps."
+York State. We were honored by is self-explanatory.
(Ed's Note: Since The Octo- the presence of Senator Dellassat 34208 Orangelawn Ave., in MANY ASK FOR RECORDS
3 June 194'7.
foil is running two weeks late andro from Watervliet, N. Y., a
Plymouth, Mich.
Hundreds who attended the ReMajor G~neral Manton S. Eddy,
and President Ronay's copy was
Congressional Medal of Honor
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL 7
union were seeking information
Headquarters,
Second
Army,
probably sent to the Washing- winner. Entertainment was furabout the possibility of obtaining
BOB WOODSIDE DETOURS
.. ton office two weeks before the nished by Captain Charles Fisher Baltimore 2, Mar~'land.
THROUGH CANADA ON
these recordings after hearing the
regular publication date the in- and Stanley Cohen, both from Dear General:
You will be interested to know HIS HOMEWARD TRIP
formation he gives may leem Special Service. The fellows realbroadcast in the afternoon followto New Yorkers unnecelsary to ly had a good bull session, talking that the War Department has aping the services. Everyone who atThe Octofoil is in receipt of a tended these impressive services
print at this late date, but it is and ~eminiscing about their expe- proved our recommendation to restill news to other chapters. A
riences in Africa, Sicily, England, designate the RTCs as Divisions. letter from Leo Henry stating the will want the recording. But those
Under this the 3rd Armored Di- Rome, N. Y., delegation attending who were unable to come to Cofew illues back New
York and the continent.
Chapter's news was the only
The next meeting, which will be ViSion will be activated at Fort the Second Annual Reunion in Co- lumbus owe themselves a solemn
, Chapter column in The Octofoil an important one, will be held on Knox and the 9th Infantry Di- lumbus arrived back in Rome in- duty to secure the recording and
and some other Chapters raised Friday, June 6, 194'7, at the Ho- vision at Fort Dix. Our tentative tact with the exception of one cas- to preserve it as an invaluable and
quite a ruckul. The same con- tel Woodstock, 43rd St. and plans call for the activation dates ualty.
sacred keepsake.
It seems that Bob Woodside got CONSULT MANY FIRMS
to be July 15th. Further details
dition prevails again New Broadway, New York City.
his shipping orders mixed, wound
will be sent you later.
York Chapter news is the only
Sincerely,
The Columbus Committee conSincerely,
up on a train that landed him in
Chapter news items in the ofLESLIE RONAY,
Hamilton, Ontario, instead of sulted various firms specializing ill
fice of The Octofoil publilhing Acting President (3 Lawrence St.,
BRUCE C. CLARKE,
the manufacture of this kind of
plant. There may be other corYonkers 5, N. Y.)
Brigadier General, USA, Acting Rome, N. Y.
record. Since the entire program
However,
Woodside,
was
quick
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?
relpondence in Washington. To
AC of S, G-3.
takes 16 minutes to play it was
to
get
complete
control
of
his
prevent such a situation from
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?
impossible to put it on one 12-inch
equilibrium
and
was
able
to
conarising again il the reason The
vey to railroad personnel his mis- record. Consequently the records
Octofoil alks that you send your
take and he eventually made have to be manufactured in sets
news items direct to "The OctoRome
not llluch worse for the ex- of two 12-inch records.
foil, 337 S. High St., Room 318,
22 E. GAY ST., COLUMBUS, O.
perience.
Colu~bus, Ohio.")
During a spirited but fairly
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?
Quite a variation in the prices
Even prominent judges get
fought contest on the floor of the their tongues twisted at times
from different firms have been
Gentlemen:
convention during the Second Resubmitted to the Committee. DeThe sixth meeting of the Great- union, ten members' names were when appearing before notable ausiring more time to investigate the
diences.
Judge
Rodney
Ross,
who
er New York Chapter of the 9th proposed' for the Board of Govquality of the product from these
acted as toastmaster at the banInfantry Division Association was ernors vacancies.
various firms precludes the possiquet
during
the
second
annual
reheld at the Hotel Woodstock, The
Of the ten proposed the followbility of printing the exact price of
meeting was called to order at 9 ing five having received the high- union, after referring to Major
A cute little new arrival card the records in this issue of Thil
General
Manton
S.
Eddy
as
Major
P. M. on Wednesday, April 30, est number of votes they were decomes from Robert and Cecelia Oct~foil. The next issue whic!i
1947, by our Acting President, clared the newly elected members General E.ddy on numerous occa- LaTurner, 1730 N. Noble Road, will be published within two weeks
sions, concluded before finally
Leslie Ronay. A turnout of 250 of the Board:
Cleveland, Ohio. Bob is a former will contain that information.
members were present.
Mike Puzak, Pittsburgh, Pa.; presenting the General, by say- 60th man.
Just drop a line to the 9th D:ing,
"I
now
present
to
you
A letter from the Pennsylvania Henry S. Rigby, Philadelphia, Pa.;
The card reads as follows:
vision Convention Committee, 24
Railroad was read to the members Glenn O. Moore, Columbus, Ohio; MAJOR Eddy."
No wonder we're happy
E. Gay St., Columbus, Ohle. if you
The judge's face turned a
in reference to transportation to Donald H. Clarke, Washington,
And proud as can beare desirous of obtaining' the ~et
Columbus, Ohio.
D. C.; Albert E. Bruchac, New crimson color and the ex-G. L's
Cause here's what we've got
of records so the Committee may
couldn't withhold a snicker when
Stanley Cohen, chairman of the York City.
To be proud about--see!
have some idea as to how many to
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL ?
General Eddy grabbed for the
Fall Dance Committee, gave his
Name-Cynthia Cecelia Laorder. When the price is definitemike.
report and a vote was taken by A PAINFUL CEREMONY
Turner.
ly known you will be advised by
the members to hold the Fall
Oh well, we all had a good time.
Young Wife: "Now Bill, I want
Birthday: April 25, 1947- letter and if you care to cause
Dance on October 4, 1947, Satur- you to go around to the minis- What's the difference? There were
your Qrder to be cancelled a card
1:11 A. M.
day, at the Capitol Hotel.
ter's and arrange for having the no recognized officers or ex-enlistto the Committee will take care
Weight: 7 lbs., 4 oz.
The Stag Party, which was held baby christened."
ed men at this Re'union we were
Color eyes: Blue.
of that.
at the Hotel George Washington,
Bill (shipyard worker): "Yoll. all former Ninth Division men.
Color hair: Dark Brown.
Let the Committee hear from
on May 9, was a great sUCcess. mean to sl\iY you are going to let That's all that counted.
you at your earliest convenience.
General deportment: Hungry.
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?
Members came from Connecticut, somebody hit that little thing over
Parenti: Robert and Cecelia
New Jersey and all pacts of New the head with a bottle'?"-Ex.
HAVE YOU PAID '47 DUES?
GET A NEW MEMBER IN '471
LaTurner.

Dona li~-":~~i~-L~~~~-;Ih~t :~~~~~i~:s t~o~:~e~~~i~~;~ll:~
Bachelorhood Ranks

Ninth Division Will
Be Activated July 15

LATE BUT STILL NEWS FROM 'lBtf
GJ(EATER NEW YORK CHAPTER

FIVE ELECTED TO
BOARD AT SECOND Gen. Eddy "Busted"
ANNUAL REUNION Without Even a Trial

Robert and Cecelia
LaTurner Announce
It's a Baby Girl

Page 4

HIGHUGHTSOF SECOND ANNUAL
REUNION, HELD IN COLUMBUS, OHIO
Continued from Page 1
Complete details will be furnished
the group. Director Cole had pre- local chapters by the Local Chapviously cooperated 100r/~ with the tel' Polic~ Committee.
Columbus Committee in giving MINUTES FILL PAGES
permission for the parade.
The minutes were taken in deHerman Weber, state depart- tail by a stenotypist and to print
ment commander, VFW, welcomed. them in their entirety would fill
the group to Ohio on behalf of the this entire issue. It may be posveterans of Ohio.
sible the Board of Governors will
Ernie Creech, past Grand Com- authorize an expenditure to print
man del' of the Military Order of a supplement to The Octofoil
the Cootie, held the left flank po- with nothing but the minutes
sition of the speakers' stand; with therein at a later ·date. It is only
his Cootie cap at a cock-eyed an- possible for The Octofoil with its
gle. Although out of the service limited space to give thumbnail
many years Creech's jargon is still sketches of even the highlights of
definitely G.I. lingo.
the sessions.
RALPH STONE TALKS
COL VAN HOUTEN FINANCES
Ralph Stone, deputy veterans'
Due to the absence of William
administrator, respected and admired by ex-G.I.s all over the Peverill, chairman of the Finance
Middle West, after a few welcom- Committee, Col. John Van Houten
ing remarks, gave a complete and r{lported to the body on the exdetail{ld report conc{lrning Veter- penditures and our approximate
ans' Administration plans for the worth at the present time" which
is much less than many of our
near future.
mem,bers believe, especially since
CAPT. DOWNEY LIFE-SAVER
assuming the tremendous history
Capt. Billy R. Downey, former printing bill. Since the actual au39th Regt. man, now stationed at dited condition of th{l Associatift')l
Fort Hay{)O;, in Columbus, was will be printed in an early issue of
inarshall of the parade. His help- The Octofoil, Finance Committee
fulness in securing the firing details will be omitted here.
squad and map~ing out minute
WADE ON NOMINATIONS
details was a life-saver for the
Frank Wade had' the proverbial
Columbus Committee and was another of the major contributing hot seat when he brought in a
factors in making the Reunion a slate for the five vacant seats on
the Board of Governors. Howsuccess.
ever, Wade took the tongue lashLT. MITTELMAN HAS DISPLAY
ing the boys gave him philosophicPlaced on a conspicuous bulle- ally, and eventually won for his
tin board was Lt. Mittelman's dis- entire slate with the exception of
play of various photographs and one recommendation.
drawings being used in. the hiS-I' PUZAK MISCELLANEOUS
tor\'.
As chairman of the History
Mike Puzak: former secretary}\K'
G
l\K
t
S treasurer, chan'man of the Com. t
C omn1lt
ee, naJ.
en . .lUan on ' .
'I
B'
Eddy explained some of the ap- n1lttee on Mlsce.l aneous usmess,
,
among other thmgs recommended
plnent ms.urmountable problems a national Public Relations set-up,
the .
commIttee
had confronted, s t"
'
f avora bl e
,
nvmg t
0 secure more
but m each mstance were evenbI"t f
th A
't'
P
tuall . overcome.
pu ICl yo:'
e ssocla lon.
uy
zak's comn1lttee also recommendHe gave th{l reasons for award- ed that the Board of Governors
ing the contract to the Heel' firm select the next Convention city,
were that this firm was several since the Board was in better pothousand dollars che'aper than its sition to inquire as to housing fanearest competitor and offered the cilities and other advantages than
completed product much {larlier. could the body without time for
The general ,stated definitely the proper u{lliberation.
History would be in the mail by PLUNKETT NEWSPAPER
or before November 21.
.
f
'NOTIFY ADDRESS CHANGE
Paul S. Plunkett, c.halrman. 0
_
the Newspaper Commlttee, pomtAny member who has changed ed out The Octofoil was being
addresses in J.'{lcent months or in- sent to many' who have not paid
tends doing so before November 1947 dues, from which 60c is erar21 should notify the Ninth Infan- marked for The Octofoil. Under
try Division Association, P. O. such a set-up The Oetofoil is opBox 1704, 'Washington 13, D. C., erating at a deficit. To operate
at once.
on a basis to break even, only
LOCAL UNITS HEARD FROM
copi{ls could be printed for those
Interest shown by local chap- who had paid 1947 dues.
tel's was most encouraging. ChapHe also reported that members
tel'S like Boston, Washington, New had appeared before his commit,York, Chicago, Pittsburgh, and tee and requested two pages exmany others sent sizable del{lga- clusive for local chapter news.
tions. These. units were repre- Such a policy has b{len promised.
sented by capable speakers on the Now it is up to _the chapters to
floor, and although they were not get the news items in.
successful in every instance, th{lir
Complaints also were registered
militant approach to various As- that news items were mailed in
sociation problems, is a most en- and were not used. It was pointed
cOUl'aging sign. Connelly of Bos- out th{lse items wer{l sent to
ton, Forest of Pittsburgh, Clark Washington and sometimes it took
of Washington, Mahon and Veene- the secretary two or three days to
man of Chicago, Bruchac of New segregate the mail and remail the
York, to mention only a few items to Columbus, thus causing a
who took the banner for the units week to t{ln days' delay in having
and fought courageously.
the manuscript reach th{l printing
UNITS TO GET $1
office. It was decided to have all
Under certain conditions $1 of news notes or matters pertaining
the $3.50 yearly dues will r{lvert to The Octofoil, other than mailback to the local units. This was ing list or change of address,
a signal 'Victory for the group that be sent directly to The Octofoil,
so faithfully fought for greater 10- 337 S. High St., Room 318, Cocal chapter recognition.
lumbus, Ohio.
pLENDER LATE
If news items of suffici{lnt volDue to condition., beyond his ume are sent in for the next issue
control Morris Olender, Local from various units, the items will
Chapter Policy Committee chair- be broken down and will appear
man, could not arrive until Sat- under various headings: 60th,
urday. General Louis A. Craig, a 39th, 47th, Attached Units, SP{lEtrong supporter of th{l policies cial Troops and Local Chapter
adopted by th{l group fighting for News, with the particular town's
nam{l 'over each item.
lllcal chapter recognition, acted as
'chairman of that committee, and NOT GETTING PAPER
presented a comprehensive report
Some are not getting The Oc'em this all-important subject. tofoii who should be. This is a

THE
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Another Good Mother IMANY GROUPS AND INDIVIDUALS

Boosts the Association EXTEND THANKS TO COLUMBUS BOYS
Dear Sir: I am the mother of
Wayne E. Malcolm, who joined
your Association overseas. Over
there he was one of "The Raiders," in Co. M, 47th Inf.

Wayne

E. Malcolm, formerly
Co. M, 47th Inf.
~o words cart ever express the
thankfulness and appreciation for
our wonderful boys and what they
did. May God bless them all.
'Wayne is now working for the
Caterpillar Co., in Peoria, Ill., and
lives at 920 Tonti Circle, Gov.
Trailer 15, Peoria, Ill., with his
family.
.
I am enclosing a picture of
Wayne taken after his anival
home from Europe.
Yours very respectfully,
MRS. HARRY MALCOLM,
(A 9th Divisioner's Mother)
1100 W. Goodall St., Marion, Ill.
Did You Buy This OCTOf'OIL?

TnL 'EM CHAPLAIN ..•
WE STUTTER A BIT
A chaplain was att{lnding a
banquet marking the end of basic training. A clumsy KP dropped a plate of hot soup in his lap.
Glancing around he said with restraint written on his face, "Will
som{l layman say something appropriate ? "-Exchange.
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?

SARGE SOUNDING OFF
Sergeant
(on rifle range):
"This new bullet will pen{ltrate
nearly two feet of solid wood, so
remember to keep your heads
down."-Exchang{l.

(Excerpts from just a few of
the many letters received by the
Columbus Chapter of the Ninth
Infantry Division Association
since the Second Annual Reunion are printed below):
Officers and Members,
9th Inf. Div. Assn.
Gentlemen:
It was a privilege and a' pleasure for Ohio's Capital City to be
host to the splendid Reunion of
the Ninth Infantry Division Association.
You l' meeting was complimented by our citizens as to the
excellenc{l of the program, tYlJ{1
of personnel included in your
membership, and the marked success of your various sessions, including the impressive Memorial
Servic{l held at our Historic State
Capital.
We take this opportunity of extending a cordial invitation for
your return and we hope to have
the privilege of again being host
to the Ninth Infantry Division Association at an {larly date.
V{lry truly Y.ours,
JOSEPH E. CROSS,
Manager, Columbus Convention
Bureau.

You should certainly feel well
pleased with th!!' results of your
tremendous efforts· during the past
six months.
I congratulate the
Columbus Chapter.
With best wishes and again with
great thanks for what you have
done for the Association, I remain
]\-1ost sincerely yours,
M. S. EDDY,
2\lajor General, U. S. Army.
Mooseheart, Ill.
Colum bus Chapter,
9th Inf. Div. Assn.,
Columbus, Ohio.
I want to again tell you of the
fine time we all had in Columbus
and to thank all of you Columbus
fellows for it. I hope we can do
as good when we have th{l convention in Chicago.
Sincerely,
JOHN CLOUSER,
President, Illinois Chapter, 9th
Inf. Div. Assn.

353 Garfield Ave.
Valaparaiso, Ind.
Columbus Chapter,
9th Inf. Div. Assn.,
Columbus, Ohio.
Having now returned from the
9th Infantry Division Association
Convention, I take this opportuniTHE AMERICAN LEGION
ty to thank all of the memb{lrs of
Mr. Paul S. Plunkett,
your chapter for an enjoyable stay
Chmn., 9th Inf. Div. Assn.
in your city and for the successConvention Committee,
ful way in which you planned the
Columbus, Ohio.
Dear Paul: I came to the Ninth con,-ention.
Yours truly,
Division Assn. meeting on SaturPAUL E. BECK.
day, June 14, for the purpose of
apologizing for not having been
present Friday, .June 13, but Gen. Mr. Glenn O. Moore, Preside'lt,
Craig was in the midst of his re- Columbus Chapter,
port and as you seemed to be 9th Inf. Div. Assn.,
busy, I thought it best to stay out Columbus, Ohio.
of the way. I got tied up on Fri- Dear 1\1[1'. Moore:
On behalf of th{l Ninth Infanday in a veterans fight in the
Legislature and finally got out of try Division Association, I would
it at 11 :30 Saturday night.
like to thank you and the members
I hope my absence did nothing of your Chapter for the excellent
to you.r program. but make it a arrangements you made for us at
b{ltter' one. I did, however, bettd our Second Annual Convention.
the elbow with a few of the 9th And I would like you to convey
the personal thanks of the AssoDiv. crowd before the banquet.
ciation to each one of your hard
Sincerely yours,
JOE.
working members.
I believe the arrangements we
(J. S. Deutschle, Dept. Adjutant,
State of Ohio, American Legion.) made for the Memorial Services
were most excellent, and also all,
the very small details which take
HDQTRS. SECOND ,~RMY
so much time and which the ma19 June 1947
jority' take for granted were done
Memb{lrs, Columbus Chapter,
-4n a highly eommendable mannel·.
9th Infantry Div. Assn.,
Again thanking you and your
Columbus, Ohio.
Chapter and wishing you every
Gentlemen:
possible success in the futureSincerely,
I hope you will foi-give me for
HENRY S. RIGBY,
Mt writing before this. I think
Pr{lsident.
that the convention was definitely
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?
a credit to you Columbus fellows.

A PLEA FOR LOCAL CHAPTERS
TO SEND IN ITEMS OF INTEREST

Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?

Hereafter, with the possible exception of the next
issue of The Octofoil, which will contain a considerable
"Itches," reports Col. Stoop- part of the transcribed minutes of the second annual renagle, "is something that when a union The Octofoil hopes to be able to print a double page
soldier is standing at attention spread with nothing but local chapter news items.

'TENTION!

his nose is always."-Exchange.

perplexing problem and one that
commands the utmost in co-operation. Under th{l second class permit agreement The Octofoil' has
with the Postoffic{l Dept., every
time a member moves and doesn't
notify the Washington office (the
Addressograph plates are in Washington), a card is sent to The
Octofoil stating the member has
moved to such and such an address. Each of these cards cost
The Octofoil 2 cents. If the member left no forwarding address
with the Postoffice, the card so
states, and the member has to be
taken from the mailing list. This
2 cents S{lems small, but that item
alone adds $10 or $12 some
months to the Association's expenses.
Please notify national
h{ladquarters of any change of address-not only for the Association's protection, but for your
own.

Chapters have asked for this arrangement. Now it is up to {lach
chapter to designate a dependable
reporter or correspondent who
will record r{lgularly happenings
in the various localities. Not only
should matters acted upon at
m€{1tings be reported, but everyone wants to read the personal,
everyday happenings of buddies in
far removed communities, such as
weddings, new arrivals, etc.
DEPENDS ON CHAPTERS
Success or failure of these local
pages d{lpends on the chapters
themselves. Many asked for the
special chapter pages while attending the Reunion. The Octofoil is doing its part. You do
yours.
In order to expedite the handling of copy, send your n{lWS
items directly to The Octofoil, 337
S. High St., Room 31&, Columbus,
Ohio, and remember, any copy received after the 10th of the month

can not be used until the succeeding lnonth because the presses
have to receive the fo~ms not a
day later than the 15th. That
leaves only five days in which to
edit your copy, set it into type,
proof read and make up into page
forms, which is a tr{lmendous task
for such a short length of time.
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?

SENATOR'S TOUCHY SPOT
A Senator making' his usual airplane flight was about to sit down
on his seat when he jumlJ{1d up
and remarked, "Ouch, who put
that tack th{lre?"
"That was no tack," replied the
stewardess, "we're flying low and
that was the Washington monument."-Exchange.
6id You Buy This OCTO)"OIL T
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"

DOG HOUSE"

.;.----------------------------------------------

60TH F.A. MEN IN MERRIE OLE ENGLAND
LETTERS POUR IN RAISING IIHELL BE-'Demands 60th F.A.
CAUSE WAR DEPT. RELEASE FAILED Get Some Publicity
TO MENTION ALL ATTACHED UNITS. Clair McKee has his two bits
II

.

worth to say about the 60th FA

LT. COL. HERMAN LANGE PREFACES HIS LETTER IN RED being left out of the limelight,
Stand-by for Mc's beef:
CAPITAL LETTERS "THE 84TH FIELD ARTILLERY BATFindlay, O.
Dear Sirs: When does the 60th
TALION WAS THERE."
F A get their turn in the paper?
I am sending a. picture of some
The official communication printed in the May issue boys from "B" Btry., 60th 'FA, to
of The Octofoil entitled "Ninth Infantry Division Combat use when it is our turn.
I am farming here near Findlay
Data" has stirred up the proverbial "hornet's nest." Exand like it okay.
cerpts from a few of the letters are printed in this issue.
Would like to hear from more
The Ocrofoil doesn't blame
these men but we can plea not issue cause a lot of good men to boys from the 60th FA Bn. I have
guilty to any crime and believe worry let it not be forgotten that lost trace of about all of tbem.
CLAIR R. McKEE,
the membership will agree. If it the 84th Field Artillery Battalion
Rt. No.3, Findlay, Ohio.
was possible to print all the pro- carried out its mission in every
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?
test letters in their entirety it cer- action of the Ninth Inf. Div., as
tainly would be done, but since well as in some actions of the 1st
such an undertaking would en- Arm. Div., 3rd Arm. Div., 1st Inf.
tail a complete 4-page section, and Div., 4th Inf. Div., 34th Inf, Div.,
The Octofoil is operating at a defi- 90th Inf. Div, and many Task
cit now such an undertaking is out Force formations besides its operof the question.
ations with the British,Canadian
Gentlemen: I served with the
Since Lt. Col. Alvar B. Sundin's and French troops.
letter seems to more th()roughly
"Performance Above All" was 60th Inf., 9th Div. from 7 Sept.
explain how this regrettable mis- the motto. Many of our comrades 1940 through 6 July 1945.
After leaving the 9th I heard
take was made, his letter is print- lie in African, Sicilian, French
ed first:
and Belgian cemeteries because that the Division had been awardthey fell in the service of their ed the Belgium Fouregere. I'd like
confirmation on this rumor.
Dear Sir: In your May issue of country that their battalion might
If you could find room in the
The Octofoil you have an article n()t fail in its motto and that the next issue of The Octofoil I'd like
entitled "Ninth Infantry Division infantry, cavalry, armored, engi- to invite my friends to contact me.
Combat Data." Through an over- neers and ail' corps might cany
My mail address, is: Joseph M.
sight, I am sure, you did not in- out their missions with less casualSnow, 1509 Bennett Ave., Chattaties.
clude the 60th FA Bn, 84th FA
The 84th Field Ar'tillery Bat- noog:a 4, Tenn.
Bn, 34th FA Bn, Hq Hq Etl'y, 9th
Respectfully,
Inf. Div. Arty, some of the Di- talion is officially entitled by War
JOSEPH 1\1. SNOW,
vision Sp€cial Troops, and the ha- Department records to:
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?
bitually attached units-the 894th
(lh"The Bronze Arrowhead for
'I'D Bn, 746th Tk Bn, and 376th assault landing at Safi, Fl'. MorocAAA (A W) Bn. One possible ex- co on 8-10 November 1942 (A and
planation is that the Decorations B Batteries with Hq. Det.)
and Awards Branch of the AGD
(2) All eight Battle Stars menfurnished you data on only those tioned in "The Octofoil."
John McCleese is .wearing a
units which were active in Ger.,..
(3) The Belgian Fou'iTaguerre,
a deputy sheriff's badge down in
many at the time it furnished yo'; menti()ned in "The Octofoil."
the data. As you probably know,
(4) The ,Presidential Distin- New Boston, Ohio, on the Ohio
the Division was inactivated piece- guished Unit Citation with Oak River, near Portsmouth. He sends
'meal by units.
Leaf Cluster. (a) for Thala, Tu- the following short note to The
Out of justice to those members nisa; per GO 51, XII 2, WD 10 Octofoil :
New :aoston, Ohio.
of the Association who served June 1946; 21-2-3 Feb. '43. (b)
April 28, 1947.
with the units omitted from the for Remagen; per GO 65, VIII 3,
Dear
Sir:
I'm
still
chasing them
WD
28
June
1946;
8-19
Mar.,
'45.
article I hope ~'()u will be able to
In addition, the Forward Ob- but not Germans. I'm now workcorrect the omission in a subseserver parties and Laison Sections ing for the Sheriffs department of
quent issue of The Octofoil.
You are doing an excellent job are entitled to' all Presidential Scioto County of Ohio.
I enjoy reading The Octofoil.
with The Octofoil and I enjoy it Unit Citations won by Infantry
Battalions or Regiments with Keep up the good work.
a g~eat deal.
Wishing every success for the
which .they were sel'ving at the
Sincerely yours,
Association.
time of the battle award.
ALVAR B. SUNDIN,
If any of myoid buddies come
The 84th Field Artillery BatLt. Col., FA, U. S. Army.
talion has many an, unmentioned this way I hop-e they will be sure
engagement-so don't let The Oc- to look me up.
HERE'S ANOTHER ONE
I am with best regards and best
tofoil .forget that.
Gentlemen: I have just finished
The 84th Field Artillery Bat- wishes to officers of the Associareading The Octofoil for May.
tion, all my former buddies and
talion WAS There Too!
Particular attention was paid to
On behalf of THE MEN of the every member of the Ninth Infanthe report from the Decorations EIG HTY-FOURTH.
try Division Association.
and Awards, A. G. D., and it is
Sincerely,
HERMAN W. W. LANGE,
regretted that no mention was
JOHN McCLEESE.
. Lt. Col., FA, U. S. A.
made of the splendid service of
-------------the battalion of which I was a
and the 376th was completely left
9TH
SIG.
CO.
HEARD
FROM
member, the 3~th Field Artillery.
Gentlemen: Why did the 9th out, even though the 376th was
Not only did our country recognize this battalion but our friends, Sig. Co. get left out of the story associated with the 9th from D
Day right through to V -E Day
the Belgians· did also. I take jus- on Page 6 of the May Octofoil?
Captain Berrett should have and on to Ingolstadt. We were
tifiable pride in the long service
I had with the 34th FA, joining in looked up their record. The 9th proud to serve with the 9th Div.
August, 1940, fully 10 days be- Sig. Co. has a Distinguished Unit even though we were just a small
Citation plus mapy personal cita- unit and often got the worse end
fore its formal organization.
tions and did a good job. Fellows of many details. Not only being
It would be difficult t() follow
from that outfit would like to see connected with the' 9th in combat
the paths of those of us of the 1st
their outfit mentioned. How about but as members of the Association
Division and the 17th who joined
getting the dope from the War we want to be included in such
ranks to form the greatest of them
Dept. and putting it in for the news items. If Captain Berrett
all-the 9th.
will furnish you with the combat
gang from NORA?
It might interest our members to
data of the 376th, would you have
Sincerely,
know that in 1938 the 9th Div.
it printed for our benefit?
FRANK E. HEIKKELA,
insignia we know as the Odofoil
(Ed.'s Note: YES.)
50 Knowlton Ave., Kenmore 17,
was worn by the members of the New York. (Former Sig Officer,
Coming to Iowa to go to school
25th FA. It was puzzling to we 9th Inf. Div.)
a ye'ar ago I thought I knew no
who' wore a plain "1."
one. Only 90 miles away lives anMost sincerely,
AND ANOTHER •••
()ther'member of Hq. BUy., Ralph
KENNETH S. JENKS,
Dear Sir: Being a former mem- Walls. I expect to graduate in
Formerly Chief Warrant Officer, ber ()f the 376th AAA A W Bn I
June, 1948, and then head back
34th Field Artillery Bn.
naturally look for news 'items con- for New York.
cerning it or its members in The
With best wishe's and congratuAND ANOTHER ONE •••
Octofoil.
lations. for the fine work being
Gentlemen: The Eighty.Fourth
But what I started out to say done, I am,
Field Artillery Battalion WAS was, in the May issue of Octofoil
Vel'y truly yours,
There Too!
you printed the story "Ninth InALBERT HUEBENER,
Lest "The Octofoil" May 1947 fantry Division Combat Data,"
Luther College, Decora'h, Iowa:

Joe Snow Lives 'Way
Down South of the
Smith & Wesson Line

..

John McCleese An
Ohio Sheriff's Deputy

The above picture taken by Clair McKee in March, 1944, in
England, shows: Back row, left to right, Held, South Carolina;
Shumaker, Pennsylvania; Boffki~, North Carolina; Christensen,
Wisconsin; Hatch, Massachusetts. Front row: Walzack, Wisconsin;
DeGraver, Michigan; Farmer, Louisiana; McKee, Ohio; Harnay,
Illinois.

Crummy Cootie ~ow MORE BRAVE GUYS
Admits He's Guilty
TAKING ON WIVES
After l'idiculing The Octofoil
for many months, the crummy columnist for the Military Order of
the Cootie, Hap Sailor, comes out
under his own signature and says
"Just because our fingernails are
dirty, it doesn't mean we do not
have a clean mind, even if the accusation we're all sails and no anchor is true."
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?

MRS. PELLEGRINI IS
ANXIOUS FOR SON'S
BUDDIES TO WRITE
Pvt. John D. Pellegrini, Co. E,
39th Inf., was killed in France
August 7, 1944, and is buried at
St. Lo, France.
His mother, Rosemary Pellegrini, Box 205, Uleta, Florida, appeals to The Octofoil to make an
effort to have some of his buddies
write her a few lin~s.
Fellows, write this mother. You
can't realize in your own minds
the comfort it will be to her.
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL ?

THIS GUY WAS PREPARED
In a recent first aid course we
learned that alcohol is a very poor
and even dangerous remedy for
snake bite. However we have considerable respect for the Kentuckian stumbling home on a
mountain trail after a too liberal sampling of the dew from a
neighbor's still.
Upon falling over a I'oot, he
found himself staring a coiled and
angry rattlesnake in the face.
Looking the buzzing reptile in the
eye, he said, "Strike if you must,
I never was in better condition."
-Exchange.

Dear Sirs: Y()u guys are doing
a bang-up job with The Octofoil.
Now for a little news from Co.
M, 39th:
Tony Campo of Belford, was
married Feb. 9th; a few boys from
the outfit attended and had a
swell time.
When George Capohianco got
married the following .Sunday, on
hand were Mr. and Mrs. Al Irene,
Mr. and Mrs. Andy W olchok, Mr.
and Mrs. Tony Godino, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Mercandante and Mr.
and Mrs. A. J. Carneci, seated at
an
especially decorated table
with the division insignia. All had
a very enjoyable evening through
the efforts of Ed and the 'other
three Capobianco brothers.
Carl Chesko is working at the
Railway Express Company in Hoboken, N. J.
Pat Solmaine of Buffalo, is head
of an automobile agency, same
town, with AAA-O on all business
cards.
Art Clark is happy at his Lyndhurst, N. J., home.
Ex-First Lt. Shreck is working
as aid in the Albany city administration.
Now a few words to try to contact former S/Sgt. Nicolas J. Asperger of Co. M, 39th Inf., living
in Detroit, Mich.
Sincerely,
ANTHONYJ. CA~NECI.
541 61st St., West, New York,
N. Y.
(Ed.'s Note: Thanks, Tony, for
such a newsy letter. Sorry it's
being laying around the Washington office since February. Send
your next notes direct to The Oetofoil, 337 S. High St., Ro()m 318,
Columbus" Ohio. and we'll see they
are printed at once.)
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CHICAGO MEMBER IS HONORED
----------------------------------.,,..---------------.;.

OCTOFOIL GIVES M.P.'S A "BREAK"

THE M. P.'s CLAIM OTTO KERNER, JR., APPOINTED U. S.
IT'S TIME OCTOFOIL
ATTORNEY FOR NORTHEN ILLINOIS;
ONLY 38 YEARS OLD.
GIVE 'EM A BREAK
Kenneth Meyer, Akron, 0.,
sends to The Octofoil several photographs, one of which is used in
this issue. It is hoped the others,
which no doubt will prove of interest to many of our readers, can
be printed in future issues.
Kenneth's short note follows:
468 Pearl St.•
Akron 4, Ohio,
Dear Sirs: Enclosed find a few
photographs taken in Bragg in '40
and '41.
Maybe they will bring back
memories to a lot of fellows who
were in Tent City then, in the 9th
Division area, and above all, on
those numerous thn~e·day problems out on the reservation.
Needless to say, I will be happy
to hear from any of my former
"M. P." buddies and anvone el~e
that remembers me.
.
Sincerely,
KENNETH L. MEYER.
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL ?

THINKS 746th TANK
BN. LAYING DOWN
Arthur Strenstra, 54 Carr St.,
Whitinsville, Mass., sends in this
inquiry:
Gentlemen: I wonder what happened to all the members of the
746th Tank Bn., especially Co.

"D."

Rememher any of the.e M.P.'. at Brac..: Left to richt: Bill
York. "Chad" Hannah." Larry Pelletier. Saul Charle.. Dick Nix.
"Davy" Jone••" Tommy Ball. Kneeling: Dave Brogner.

•

Maybe they are doing as I am,
just sitting back looking for something about the battalion in The
Octofoil and never writing themselves.
Here's hoping,
if anything
about this is print;ed other f.-mer
members of the' 746th will write in
to The OctofoiI.
ARTHUR STRENSTRA.
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?

Col. Westmoreland
Co. I, 47th Man
Now a Married Man Wants to Hear From
Some Old Buddies
This Guy's Got Some
The Octofoil joins with every
member of the Ninth Infantry DiMoney For Albert A.
vision Association and wishes ColThanks, Coxey. for the kind
Charnez;
Locate Him
nel Westmoreland and the charm- words you have to say about The
Octofoil.
Former S/Sgt. Urban M. Cox's
letter reads as follows:
Gentlemen: Would like to extend a greeting to all Co. "I,"
47th Inf. men, and to the Association, and to The Octofoil. for a
job well done. This paper. I am
sure, will serve to bind us all together.
Would like to hear from "Pop"
Gay. somewhere near Cincinnati,
0.; address of Dave Wade in Idaho. and a line from anyone who
knows me, I would greatly appreciate.
Sincerely,
URBAN M. COX,
17605 Fenton, Detroit, 19, Mich.
(Formerly staff sergeant Co. I,
47th.)
(Ed's Note: A Letter to Dave
Wade, care of 'Wayne Pherson,
Tetonia, Idaho, will be delivered
to Wade, we feel sure. Dave reads
National Service Life Insur- The Octofoil religiously, so you
ance proceeds are exempt from will probably hear from him soon.
creditors' claims against the in- anyway.)
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?
sured or the beneficiary. VeterHAVE YOU PAID '47 DUES?
ans Administration said.
-------------------------------

ing Mrs. Westmoreland all the
happiness they both so richly deserve.
Although Hie colonel was married May 3rd, no one let The Octofoil in on the "secret" until he
showed up at the Reunion in Columbus. Following is the wedding
announcement card:
Col<mel and Mrs. Edwin
Van Deusen
request the honor of your
presence at the marriage of
their daughter
Katherine
to
Colonel William Childs
Westmoreland
United States Army
on Saturday evening the third
of May
at half after eight o'clock
St. John's Church
Fayetteville, North Carolina
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?

Dear Sir: Will you please put
a notice in The Octofoil for Albert· A. Charnez, Co. L, 60th Inf.,
9th Div., to get in touch with me,
or anyone knowing ·his address.
I have a money order that I
would like to return to him.
Keep up the good work being
done in The Octofoil.
Thanking you in advance for
this favor, I am,
Sincerely.
ROBERT L. ROBERTSON,
Box 104, Albertville, Ala.
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?

Proud

LESLIE RONAY

Pin
Olen?

President Truman has nominated Otto Kerner. Jr.•
Chicago attorney, \Vorld \Var II veteran, and son of Judge
Otto Kerner of the Federal Circuit Court of Appeals. to
be United States attorney for the Northern District of Illi-

I nois.

Chicago Chapter Will
Stage Picnic For the
Fellows This Summer

The

job

pays

$10,000

a

year.
..
The nonnnatlOn was referred to
the Senate judiciary committee
~or a~p.roval. Early confirmation
IS antIcIpated.

-----------

Chapter of the Ninth
Infantry Division Association held
a business meeting Friday night,
June 20. 1947. and formulated
plans for a picnic during the summer months. A definite date has
not been set, the date having been
left open until a canvass can be
made to determirie when it is possible for the maximum number of
members to attend.
Chicago'~

ADOPT RESOLUTIONS
Resolutions were adopted at
the meeting congratulating the
Columbus Chapter for having put
on a successful Second Annual
Reunion.
USE TELEPHONE
After the business meeting
the group contacted The Octofoil
via long distance telephone and
after talking to Walter Mahon,
James Clouser and many others,
Frank Veeneman takes over and
advises unless the 1948 Conventionwas sent to Chicago the .teleph{lne charges would be placed
against The Octofoil.
The Chicag,o Chapter has some
real talent and are going places in
a big way.
They are especially proud {If
one of their members. Otto Kerner, as witnessed by the many
newspaper clippings sent to The
Octofoil relative to his recent federal appointment.
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?

Dan Tillman, Jr.,
Likes The Octofoil
Dear Sir: On receiving my
issue of The Octofoil I was sorry
to read that the Ninth Division
had been inactivated but I hope
that we can keep the spirit of the
division alive through our monthly publication of The Octofoil.

STICKING TO THE RULES
A G.I. in India was severely
chewed out for cutting red tape
and doing things without explicit
instructions from higher authorities. A short time later, headquarters received a startling wire
from him: "Tiger eating lieutenant. Wire instructions."-Ex.
Did You Buy This OCTOFOlL?

WAS IT THE RHUMBA?

The young man finally redeemed his best suit of clothes, brought
them home from the pawnshop in
a suitcase. While he was busy in
his room, his mot.k.er, in the parr-------------------------------, I lor, started to unpack the suitcase.
She found the pawn ticket on the
Ninth Division
coat and called:
"J ohn, what is this tag on your
y
llTiI~ He
to
coat?"
SCREW-BACK TYPE-EITHER GOLD·PLATED OR
John lost very little time in callGOLD.FILLED
ing back, "Oh, I was at a dance
Gold-Plated
$1.20 .tax included
last night, mother. and checked
Gold·FiIled .
._.
_.$2.40 tax included
my coat."
PLACE YOUR ORDERS SINGLY OR IN BULK TO
A moment later mother came
across the trousers, tagged in the
same way. With a puzzled tone
, 3 LAWRENCE ST.
YONKERS 5, N. Y.
she asked.
(The sale of these pins is my own project and has no connection with
"John, what kind of a dance
the Ninth Infantry Dhl'ision Association or the Creater New York 'Chapter.)
was that?"-Exchan~e.

Want a
ou

HELPED ORGANIZE CHICAGO CHAPTER: AWARDED THE
BRONZE STAR FOR BRAVERY IN ACTION; WAS EXECUTIVE OFFICER 34TH F.A. BN.

Here'. "Spider"
Enclosed you will find a picture
of "Spider," who was mascot of
Anti Tank Co., 60th, and I am
sure all of the old boys who knew
Spider and espec~ally the second
platoon would like to see his picture in The Octofoil. Spider was
looted in the Ruhr Pocket and
raised on buzz bomb juice. The
enclosed picture was taken at Geisenfeld, Germany, at the dedication of Lane Field.
Sincerely.
DAN L. TILLMAN, JR.•
310 Kershaw St.• Cheraw. S. C.
(Former member 2nd PIt., AntiTank Co., 60th.)~

The Octofoil regrets these
news clippings from The Chi·
cago Tribune was received too
late to have cuts made of Kerner's picture.

Kerner's nomination ends a
long, see-saw struggle between
Illinois Democratic factions over
the choice of a successor to J. Albert W oll, who is retiring to priv!te practice and will become the
law partner ~f Joseph A. Padway,
attorney for the American Federation of Labor.
KERNER, 38 YEARS OLD
Kerner, 38, has been in private
practice since his release from the
Army a year ago.
Kerner, whose father was once
attorney general of Illinois, Wi'S
executive officer of a 155 mm.
howitzer battalion (34th F.A.) in
much ()f the heavy fighting in
North Africa and Sicily. He was
awarded the bronze star for br.av,ry in action.
A LIEUTENANT COLONEL
Kerner was a member of the
N::tional Guard when he was
called to duty. He attained the
rlink of lieutenant colonel in the
war.
STUDIED IN ENGLAND
Kerner was graduated from
Brown University and Northwestern Law School. He also attended Trinity College, Cambridge, England. He is a member
of Alpha Delta Phi, Phi Delta
Phi, the Chicago and Illinois bar
associations.
ACTIVE IN CHICAGO
Kerner has worked hard for the
organization of a militant chapter
of the Ninth Infantry Division Association in Chicago. Readers of
The Octofoil will remember the 3column picture in the last issue of
the speakers' table at Chicago
Chapter's "coming out" party, at
which time Kerner was master of
ceremonies.
Although a busy man he is
never too busy or tired to take
time out to discuss Division ~s
sociation affairs.
A considerable part of the success the Chicago Chapter has attained can be attributed directly
to the unselfish efforts of Otto
Kerner.
The Octofoil congratulates Kerner on this well-earned recognition.
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?
Veterans Administration estimated the W orId War II veteran
population for March 1 at nearly
14,500,000 and the total veteran
population at approximately 18,378,000.
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL 1
National Service Life Insurance
carries no restrictions on the residence, travel or occupation of insured veterans, Veterans Administration said.
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL 7
GET A NEW MEMBER IN '471
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APPRAISING VETS APTITUDES
- - - - _ . -_ .. __ .--:-

A Picture With Fond FATHER KINES HEADS VETERANS' ADMemories of Those
MINISTRATION GUIDANCE CENTER;
Days At Tent City
FOR ALL FAITHS.

ANTI-TANKERS AT BRAGG IN 1941

A group of Anti-Tank 60th men taken at Fort Bragg just before Pearl Harbor. Joe Bernstein names a few of them in his letter.
How many do you know?

BOARDING HOUSE STORY

Veterans Administration has allowed
nearly
380,000
death
claims for over $3.5 billion dollars on National Service Life Insurance policies to date.

The landlady brought in a
plateful of extremely thinly sliced
bread, which rather dismared her
hungry men boarders.
"Did you cut these, Ml'S.
Brown?" asked one.
"Ves, I cut them," came the
stern reply.
"0. K.," the boarder went on,
"I'll deal."-Ex.

Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?

...

Veterans Administration now
has 268 full-time chaplains representing 29 churches in its 126
hospitals and homes.

APPLICATION BLANK
Give the coupon below t • • fellow-member of the Divisio••
Better yet. &11 it out for the new member of The Auociatio......
the. let hi_ sign it ill your presence. Remember ! ! ! Every
member eets a new member i. 1947. This initiation fee will
assure you of your copy of The Ninth Division history.

Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?

Loveaire A. Hedges
Has Vanished; Help
Us Locate Him

(DATE)

Enclosed herewith is Five Dollars ($5.00) in checkmoney order (cross out one) .to cover initiation fee for
membership in The Ninth Infantry Division' Association.
Sixty (.60) cents of the abov'amount will be applied as
(your) subscription costs for the monthly publication of
The Ninth Infantry Division Association.
My present address is: (Please print or typewrite.)
N am e
_
Last
R.F.D. or Street

First

City and State

_

My address while with the Ninth Infantry Division
was:
Rank and N ame

_

Organi zation

_

~.:

-----~--~------------_._----------------------------

(Signature)
Note: Make check or money order payable to the Secretary-Treasurer, The Ninth Infantry Division Association,
P. O. Box 17M, Washington (13), D. C.

The' mailing list of the Ninth
Infantry Division Association as
well as the mailing list of the Columbus. Chapter carries the name
of Lov~aire A. Hedges, Columbus,
Ohio, with no street address.
A search of city and telephone
directories has failed to locate the
phantom gent.
Many letters Of inquiry have
come to The Octofoil seeking the
whereabout of Hedges. Especially since the Reunion and his name
was printed in the program. with
address unknown, have these inquiries been heavy.
Paul Beck, Valapariso, Ind., 353
Garfield Ave., is particularly desirous of contacting Hedges. Paul
advises Hedges was his CO while
with Co. A, 746th Tank Bn.
Anyone knowing the whereabouts of Loveaire A. Hedges will
you please write The Octofoil, 337
S. High St., Room 318, Columbus,
Ohio, as well as Paul Beck as PCI'
the above address.
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?

Walter Schulz Wants
Information About
9TH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSN. DUES Some of His Old Outfit
STATEMENT FOR THE CURRENT YEAR
BOX 1704

WASHINGTON 13, D. C.

(The following notices have been mailed to all members who
have allowed their dues to become past due. If you have not paid
your 1947 dues please use this blank and mail them in at once.)
Ann u al Dues -----------------------.----_..__.
..
._$3 .50
(Of which amount sixty cents (.60~) is for a year's subscription to
"THE OCTOFOIL")

The last four issues of "The Octofoil" have been sent to you
with the thought that you must have forgotten to renew your Annual
Dues in the Association and we did not want you to miss any issuelS
thus losing contact with your fellow-members and buddies. Weare
certain you understand why the Association cannot continue to send
future issues unless you mail your renewal in now. Will you cooperate
with us in this matter today?

Street or It. F. D.

..

•.

~

,

.

w

~

-------·--_""_.

~

Name

_

When renewing your dues will you please correct your address
folio our files if y()u have moved in recent months. To date more than
1,000 members have failed to do this and we would appreciate you
helping us to correct any errors.
~

!

_

..

~

,--

Middle
.

Joe Bernstein writes about the
fellows over 28 who already had
packed up to go home for good
when the J aps made their sneak
attack and everything went topsyturvy.
.J oe's letter follows:
Gentlemen: I am enclosing a
picture I had com~etely forgotten. Please put it in next month's
Octofoil.
It was taken Dec. 6th, 1941,
just 24 hours before Pearl Harbor Day!
They are the fellows who were
over 28 years old and were expecting to go home in a few days
at that time but really stayed a
few years instead!
The photo was taken in Tent
City area at Fort Bragg just after finishing our South Carolina
maneuvers.
Such names as Ballerini, Check,
Cibulka, a close pal of mine, and
Diamond too! Our squirrel mascot got into the picture also.
If any of the fellows want a
snapshot of it, write me and I'll
oblige them.
Sincerely,
JOE BERNSTEIN,
1205 Findlay Ave., Bronx 56,
New York City.

_

_

Gentlemen: Would like to have
address of myoId CO, Matthew
L. Urbanowitz, Co. F. 60th Inf.
Would like to have names and
addresses of anyone else belonging to the Association who served
in Co. F during the Tunisian and
Sicilian campaigns.
I've been out of the service now
since Sept. 21, 1945, and really
miss the old gang and would like
to hear from them.
I joined the 9th April, 1943.
I have an address of an old sidekick Jessie Serfass, 513 Spring
St., Bethlehem, Pa. Is he a member of the Association? If not he
should be a good prospect. He
joi~ed the 60th the same time I
did.
Well so long and good luck to
all of you, I am,
Sincerely,
WALTER R. SCHULZ,
6517 Reedland St., S. W., Philadelphia 42, Pa.

BOYS ARE AMBITIOUS; WANT TO MAKE ABOUT $90 A
. WEEK; DETERMINE THE BOYS' I.Q.; HOLD PERSONAL
CONFERENCES.

Out near the intersection of Philadelphia's City Line
Ave. and 54th St. stands a large house packed with questions and answers. Millions of questions have been asked
and answered within its stone walls; millions more will be
asked and answered. Once these
questions were asked by a physician who used the house as his
residence and the answers supplied to prescribe for temporary
ills. Today they are asked by several men and the answers supplied are used as a basis for thousands of lifetimes of vocational
health.
To this quiz house during the
past year have come some 2500
vet!'rans with the single, collective
question: "What field of work
should we choose'!¥ This one question automatically invites hundreds of return questions from the
vocational experts in the building.
When all the answers are
weighed and balanced the veteran
will walk away from 5415 Overbrook Ave. feeling that if he's not
on the right vocational track it's
certainly n<lt the fault of the Veterans Administration and St.
Joseph's College.
ONE OF SEVEN

Officially this quiz house is one
of seven Veterans Administration
Guidance Centers in the Philadelphia area. It was one of the first
set up for veterans of all faiths;.
"We seek only to guide, not to
advise," explains the Reverend
Louis Berkeley Kines, S.J., who
directs the St. Joseph's Guidance
Center. "The general objective is'
to make the veteran think for
himself and to make his own
choice of a life career. In some
cases it is suggested that the applicant needs further education.
In other cases it seems more advisable for the applicant either to
go directly to work or to take onthe-job training..
"On the other hand, an applicant for vocational guidance is under no compulsion to follow
through to the objective agreed
upon in his terminal interview. In
every case it is a question of free
will. But our experience has been
that most G. L's take the suggested .course of action, having
been completely convinced by the
various tests and procedures that
he is or is not fitted for a desired
course of action."
HEADED BY FATHER KINES

ing ability and engineering ability and all the rest.
Finally comes the fusion of the
test results with other accumulated infol'mation. Apraisers suggest broad vocational fields and,
by a process of elimination, attempt to capitalize on the strongest points in the veteran's makeup. In the case of disabled veterans, the handicaps also are considel'€d.
LIKE ENGINEERING

After handling hundreds of veterans an appraiser at a Guidance
Center gets a pretty fair idea of
the general veteran character.
And according to Charles Boylan,
it's a fine healthy thing. Mr. Boylan, a graduate of St. Joseph's,
worked both as a teacher and as a
radio announcer before becoming
an appraiser at the St. Joseph
Guidance Center.
"The majority of the aplicants
are interested in engineering," he
finds.
"Quite a few want to get into
literary lines, but in my experience I haven't found much inclination toward the arts. The boys
seem very practical. Many plan to
go into selling later on, but now
they'd like practical kn()wledge of
the things they plan to sell.
"Ydur ave:rage veteran wants to
make at least $90 a week, when
he gets through his schooling or
preparation. They want no letdown from high wartime wages."
WANT TO MAKE MONEY

Generally Mr. Boylan finds that
veterans are ambitious and want
to make money. Yet at the same
time they want to be happy at
their work, doing something they
like, because they have the essential physical or mental equipment
to . excel in that particular vocational lin e.
"They want to know about
these hidden talents," Mr. Boylan
says. "They want to go ouCand
lick the world solely on their own
given 'abilities. The adventure of
war carries ()ver into the adventure of peace time. It all seems
like a healthy sign to me."
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?

Father Kines, who served as THOSE BROOKLYN BUMS
Chaplain with the 39th Regiment
of the 9th Division through the
African and Sicilian campaigns, is
assisted by Frederick C. Seubert,
St. Joseph's graduate and Veterans' Administration representative. Charles F. Smith is the psycho-metrician in charge of all the
tests.
When a veteran first enters this
quiz house he is asked the more
factual type of questions. His age
and marital status and past education are taken down. His employment record and his hobbies
and his home environment and his
service experience all are noted as
a general basis for analysis.
TEST PERIOD

Next comes the test period,
which similarly might be called
"finding out what the veteran can
do." The applicant's I.Q. is determined. Then follow aptitude
tests; tests for mechanical ability,
for manual dexterity, for personality. for clerical ability and sell-

Camping on an especially muddy locale, several of our boys in
Sicily appropriated a stack of
straw from a nearby farm yard
to serve as flooring for their tents.
Later a gesticulating Italian
flu'mer appeared and demanded
pa~'ment. Unable to make themselves understood, one of the soldiers took a scrap of paper from
his pocket and carefully wrote
something on it. This satisfied the
complainant for the moment, but
the next day he was back looking
for II Capitano.
The paper had been inscribed:
"Good for 100 rides on the merrygo-round at Coney Island."
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL ?
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?

Veterans may pay National
Service Life Insurance premiums
to Vet era n s Administration
monthly, quarterly, semi-annually
or annually.
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?

HAVE
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BOARD ELECTS NEW OFFICERS

---------~-----------------_.:.

A Short Note From Delegation Gets Dates John Marston Wants RIGBY RE-ELECTED PRESIDENT; SECRECapt. E. C. Waller, For Reunion Twisted Octofoil Every Week
TARY-TREASURER BYRNES RESIGNS;
This short note was written 3
PHILLY TO STAGE NEXT REUNION.
In the wee small hours of FriJohn also wants to know what';:;

April 1947, while Captain Waller
was still in Germany.
Dear Sir: Enclosed is remittance for my du€s for three years.
The last thing I want to do is to
sever my membership in the Association.
I've enjoyed reading every single item in our Association newspaper, having receiv€d t h I' e e
copi€s. I especially €njoy "Here's
What They're Doing."
Continue to send the paper to
myoId address, 318 W. 5th St.,
Tulsa, Okla., as my return to the
States is imminent in th€ near future.
'Incidently, Major Don Harrison
is now with U. S. Constabulary in
the ETO, while Capt. Gawkowski
and I (9th Div. Arty Hq) are
serving with Fulda Military Post.
Major Claude PUl'kitt is with CIC
in the ET.
Please tell everyon€ in Columbus hello for me if I don't make
it home by June.
Sincerely,
E. C. WALLER,
Capt., U.S.A., Fulda, Germany.

day A M., June 19, The Octofoil's
office telephone rang incessantly
for about 15 minutes. Noting the
persistency of the caller there was
no alternative other than to answer, even at this ungodly hour.
A b€lligerant voice on the other
end of the line wanted to know
"Where in the h€ll are those 9th
Division men were who were supposed to be in Columbus at a second reunion."
Federal laws definite prohibit
printing what remark was made
when the caller was advised they
had arrived in Columbus one
week too late. Th€ R€union was
over Saturday, June 14.
The lads were fi"om our prexy's
own home state, too, the Keystone
State, Penn - syl - vania, if you
please.

happened to those 60th FA men.
But let his letter speak for
MAJ. GEN. DONALD A. STROH FIRST VICE; WALTER MA·
itself :
HON, CHICAGO, SECOND VICE; MASTER SGT. B. C,
Gentlemen: Recently became a
prbud father of a son, and I've
NEASE, CAMP CAMPBELL, KY., TH IRD VICE.
beeR pretty busy.

In compliance with instructions given by the membership at the
Second Annual Convention, the Board of Governors m€t in Washington, D. C., Saturday, June 28, 1947, and decided the meeting place
for the third annual Reunion.
The Board was torn between emotions in making the next Reunion City selection. Representatives of the Chicago Chapter have
worked most diligently to arrange for the n€xt session. State and
city leaders of Chicago made their bid very tempting. The high type
membership that makes up the Illinois Chapter guaranteed a progres
sive and interesting program.
The Board gave due consideration to the various angles that en- B. C. Nease for the third vicetered into th€ discussion concern- presidency. Sgt. Nease is stationed
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?
at Camp Campb€ll, Ky. Nease was
Photo made by Marston in
ing
the next Reunion city. Because likewise unanimously cho,en third
1946 in Germany. Marston appears in the center, but the only so many of the Association's mem- vice president.
identification The Oetofoil can bers live in New York State and BYRNES RESIGNS
get of the other two is "Bob"
due to the fact Philadelphia is so
Secretary-Treasurer William E.
Dear Sirs: Would you please ask and "Harry."
easily accessible from New York,
Want to commend you on a fine several members of the Board Byrnes asked the Board to give
in next month's edition of The
Octofoil why former members of paper, The Octofoil. I look for- submerged their 'personal prefer- serious consideration to his reCo. K, 39th Infantry never write ward to getting it each month, ence for Chicago and supported quest to be relieved as secretaryDid You Buy This OCTOFOIL?
and only wish it was a weekly edi- the "Friendly City."
anything in?
treasurer of the Association. SevOf the many men that I know tion. I was a member of the 9th
Next year's Reunion has to be eral factors entered into BYrnes'
from that outfit, I have never seen since early '41, and was dis- a success not only financially and decision to ask that he be relieved.
charged from the Ninth; I was morally but numerically. The As- But the main factor was the posone of their names.
I hav€ been wondering if any- with them all the way, so I feel.a sociation should be operating on a sibility that the Association might
one from that company ever keen part of the activities of the sufficiently sound foundation at have to vacate present War ColAssociation now.
joined the Association.
that time as to merit taking the lege 'quarters; and if such a thing
As a former member of Btry. 1949 Reunion to the "Windy does happen the Board may be
Major Leo C. 'Williamson, forSincerely,
B, 60th FA Bn., I have a com- City."
merly of th€ 60th Infantry, and
LEON LOWERY,
forced to ask for quarters some
now in Special Services Office at 812 Ge'orgia Ave., Chattanooga, plaint to make and that is the lack
The newly elected members on place other than Washington, and
of news of former 60th FA men.
Camp Campbell, Ky., wants to
Tenn.
the Board displayed both enthu- Secretary-Treasurer Byrnes is so
If I can be of any help in the
Did You Buy This OCTOFOlL?
heal' from former buddies. The
situated that he finds it impossible
siasm and int€rest.
future in regards to news or deMajor married since leaving the
for him to 1'emove his family from
RIGBY RE-ELECTED
tails
of
the
60th
I
shall
only
be
60th and has a son nine months
Washington.
President Henry S. Rigby, Philtoo glad to accommodate you. I
(lId.
MIKE PUZAK CONSIDERED
adelphia,
was
re-elected
Presidein
was the Special Service non-com,
Did You Buy This OCTOFOlL?
of
the
Association.
President
Mike Puzak, Pittsburgh, origiwhen
we
were
able
to
have
such
John K. Alexander, 22-61 42nd
9TH TOP-KICK'S SYSTEM?
St., Astoria 5, L. 1., N. Y., wants relaxation, so I do think I may Rigby stated that it was his opin- nal Association secretary-treasuion th€ honor of being President
Smithers was preparing to take addr€ss of former Sgt. Carl J. be of some aid some way.
rer, was asked to accept the va~
Incidently, when I was over of the Association should be
a solo jaunt up into the moun- Becker, of 3Ed Bn. Hq., 47th.
cancy caused by· Byrnes' resignapassed
around
among
the
memtains when Jake, the grizzled old
there, in my spare time I used to
bers. The Board overruled the tion. Mike requested a few days'
camp guide, stopped him to check
John C. Mantegna, 860 Mc- write poetry. N otfancy stuffpresident's viewpoint temporarily time to COI1Sidel' the offer. With
,1p on his supplies.
Aleer Ct., Baltimore, Md., wants but parodies on Army life, and
"You gotta map an' a com- I the address of Joseph Monaco, if you can use any of them to fill and called to his attention the fact that understanding the Board emup empty space you are welcome he had not served a full term in powered President Rigby to enter
pass?" ask€d Jake.
formerly of 9th M. P.s.
the president's chair, since he was into negotiations with Puzak, and
"Certainly," replied Smithers.
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?
to them.
elected in mid-term to fill the un- be allowed to employ him on a proKeep up the good work.
"Hev you gotta deck of playin'
expired term of Brig. General visional basis awaiting action of
Sincerely,
cards?"
George Smythe. Board Member the Board at its next regular meetJOHN F. MARSTON,
"Why, no," rejoined Smithers.
15 Chelmsford St., Dorchester, Bruchac advanced the thought ing, at which time an election will
"What do I need with them?"
that it would probably help th€ be held.
Mass.
"It mought save your life," old
Walter M. McElduff, 2317 35th
(Ed.'s Note: Come on John with Association should the Board place JUDGE ADVOCATE
Jake replied. "I always carry a Ave., N., Birmingham, Ala., wrote
Carrying out the action of the
pack. If you get lost, jest sit down recently that he had just received those parodies. Send them direct more enlWited men in executive
and begin playin' a game 0' soli- his first issue of The Octofoil; he to the publication office in Co- capacities for the Association. Second Annual Convention, in setaire. Next thing you know some would like to hear from some of lumbus, Ohio, 337 S. High St., Several enlisted men who were in lecting a non-voting member ,of
Rigby's ,outfit overseas pointed
fool will pop up behind you and his buddies - especially S/Sgt. Room 318.)
out, during the time of their serv- the Board to act as judge advoDid You Buy This OCTOFOIL?
begin tellin' you what to do next." Swabb (4th PIt. Sgt., Co. L,
ice with Rigby he may have held cate, it was decided to approach
-Exchange.
60th) arid S/ Sgt. Grenno. (Mortar
an officer's rank he was first, last Colonel Thomas Gentry in an efDid You Buy This OCTOFOIL?
Pit. Co. M, 60th). He is attendand always a d-" good soldier. fort to have him accept this poing
API,
at
Auburn,
Ala.
HAVE YOU PAID '47 DUES?
After hearing these €xternpora- sition.
neous testimonials Bruchac with- MOORE ON FINANCES
drew objections and Rigby was reGlenn O. Moore, former Assoelecte'd unanimously.
ciation vice-president, and newly
(Crowded Off Editorial Page)
Dear Sir: Since being discharged
in April, '46, I've been att€nding GEN. STROH FIRST VICE
elected Hoard member, was apWhen General Bradley finally carries out his desire to re- the University of Tennessee ColMajor General Donald A. Stroh pointed chairman of the next cursign as Administrator of Veterans Affairs, the White House lege of M€dicine-taking about was elected unanimously for the rent year's finance and budget
will have the great responsibility of choosing a successor to three months out to get married. first vice presidency. Louis Beck- committee. Selection of associate
the man whoe services as V.A. Chief have been no less bril- No need in saying I prefer civies er, who has served most efficient- committee members was left up to
liant than his ability as a military leader. Bradley's successor and a wife to the uniform (even ly in that capacity found it im- Moore's discretion.
should be one who knows-from personal experience-the sac- if it has a 9th Division patch on possible to continue and asked the CONVENTION REPORT
to honor his requ€st that
rifices of the overseas veteran. His previous record should it. )I would very much like to have Board
Paul S. Plunkett, chairman of
he be not renominated. Reluctantcommand the respect of the average ex-G.!., Congress and all the addresses of these former ly the Board agreed to the wishes the Second Annual Convention
Committee filed a general r€port
political factions. There must be nothing in his background to friends of mine: Richard (Dick) of Mr. Becker.
on Convention activities. Glenn O.
suggest that partisan politics played any part in his appoint- Clayton, in New Jersey; Vincent MAHON, CHICAGO, ELECTED
Moore,
finance and program chairMitchell,
somewhere
in
New
York
ment. Veteran welfare is the nation's most sacred obligation
Walter Mahon, of Chicago, was man of the Convention Commitand the V.A. should stand divorced from all political influ- City; Ralph Bornair, in Detroit. elected second vice-president, re- tee, filed a detailed report on reAll the fellows we're members placing Glenn O. Moore, Columences. If and when Bradley goes back to the Army, the man
of the Medical Detachment, 60th bus, Ohio, now a member of the ceipts and disbursements. Both of
who takes his job should possess-most of all-those qualities Infantry.
these repoQrts will be printed in
Board.
their entirety in the next issue of
of character that will make him feel it is much more important
Sincerely,
The Board's Nominating Com- The Octofoil. Page S was held
to give courage to a disabled veteran-or compassion to a beC. J. RESTALL, JR.,
mittee pointed ,out the type of open until the last minute in order
reaved widow-than to curry -favor with penny-pinching poli- 56 N. Willett, Memphis, Tenn.
organization work Mahon had con- to give the membership a thumb(Ed.'s Note: Mitchell's address
ticians when elections are impending.
ducted in Chicago and Illinois and nail sketch of the Board's proceedis
157
W.-S4th
St.,
New
York
24,
(The above editorial was published in a recent issue of
were of the unanimous opinion he ings. But, in order to make the
N. Y.; Bornair's is 9262 Yosemite,
The VFW Foreign Service Magazine. The publication has estab.
would be an asset to the Board postoffice deadline, it is impossible
Detroit, Mich. Unable to locate
lished a high standard for the man who succeeds General 'Bradley.
and the Association.
to print as thorough report as
Clayton's
address
at
the
present
But The Octofoil feels such a man does exist in the services of
should be printed at this time.
NEASE,
THIRD
VICE
time.)
the United States Army today-he'll probably give the Oetofoil
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?
Did You Buy This OCTOFOIL?
Mike Puzak, Pittsburgh, placed
hell for printing this-but what about our own MAJOR GEN·
GET
A NEW MEMBER IN '471
HAVE YOU PAID '47 DUES? in nomination Master Sergeant
ERAL MANTON S. EDDY, fellows?).
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What's Wrong With
Co. "K", 39th Men?

MQjor Williamson Is
Anxious to Hear From
Some of the Old Go ng

A COUPLE OF LOST
MEN BEING SOUGHT

McElduff Wants to
Hear From Buddies

C. J. Resto II, Jr., In
School, Married and
Searching For Buddies

WHEN GENERAL BRADLEY GOES

